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CAIR: CAIR-NY Action: Urge Sen. Schumer to Retract Call to ‘Strangle’ Gaza
CAIR's Notes

CAIR-NY Action: Urge Sen. Schumer to Retract Call
to ‘Strangle’ Gaza
Yesterday at 12:45pm

In this note
No one.

(NEW YORK, NY, 6/14/10) - CAIR-NY is calling New York Muslims and all people of conscience to
contact Senator Charles Schumer and demand that he retract his statement condoning Israel’s
blockade of Gaza which has left 1.5 million residents, including women and children in a
humanitarian crisis.
Last week, the senator at a leadership meeting of Institute for Public Affairs for the Union of
Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America said it “makes sense” to “strangle [Gaza]
economically.”
SEE: Schumer Says It ‘Makes Sense’ To ‘Strangle [Gaza] Economically’ Until It Votes The Way
Israel Wants
http://thinkprogress.org/2010/06/11/schumer-strangle-gaza-economically/
“Senator Schumer’s statement in support of the illegal blockade of Gaza is unconscionable,
reprehensible and in blatant disregard for the sanctity of human life,” said CAIR-NY Community
Affairs Director Faiza N. Ali. “Economically strangling an entire population is collective
punishment at its worst and only serves to block moves toward a just resolution.”
IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUESTED: (As always be firm but polite. Please post, copy and
distribute widely)
Call Senator Charles Schumer at 212-486-4430 or fax him at 212 486-7693.
Comment on his Facebook wall by clicking here: http://www.facebook.com/chuckschumer
(You must hit “like” to his page first in order to leave a comment.)
Sample Message:
As a New Yorker and registered voter, I write to urge you to retract your statement that
it “makes sense” to “strangle [Gaza] economically.” We urge you to join the repeated calls of
the international community and condemn the collective punishment of 1.5 million people,
including women and children. Anything less would be a blatant disregard for the sanctity of
human life and a just resolution to the Middle East crisis.
CONTACT: CAIR-NY Civil Rights Director Aliya Latif, 212-870-2002, 732-429-4268, E-Mail:
alatif@cair.com; CAIR-NY Community Affairs Director Faiza N. Ali, 212-870-2002, 718-7243041, E-Mail: fali@cair.com
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Laila Elmehdi american muslims are not suppose to fix arab
kings they need to fix these morons like shumer who defend
israel acts while killing americans by their own tax dollars!
Yesterday at 9:46pm
Asra Mazharuddin I agree 100% ,American muslims should
pressurize All muslim kings and self proclaimed fake democracies
of muslim countries to get up and solve their problems instead
of begging and asking west to solve their problems... pathetic
though.
10 hours ago
Filistine Free just in case you did 'nt see the video since ZNN
and fox news will not show such videos!!!
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2010/06/11/evidence-ofisraeli-soldier-kicking-an-american-citizen-while-the-latter-is-onthe-ground-and-then-executing-him-democratic-partydefends-israeli-attack/
7 hours ago
Medina Adil Mahmoud @Asra...You have a point. Why are
Muslims not mad at Muslim countries for doing nothing and
saying nothing? Why have they been given a pass?
5 hours ago
Filistine Free Shumer is not saudi!and we don' t pay saudis
with our taxes thats why!!! in contrary we pay israel that
starve and oppress and kill palestenians everyday!
2 hours ago
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